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Some Calabi–Yau fourfolds verifying Voisin’s conjecture
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Abstract Motivated by the Bloch–Beilinson conjectures, Voisin has made a conjecture concerning zero–

cycles on self–products of Calabi–Yau varieties. This note contains some examples of Calabi–Yau fourfolds

verifying Voisin’s conjecture.
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1 Introduction

Let X be a smooth projective variety over C, and let Ai(X) := CHi(X)Q denote the Chow groups of X
(i.e. the groups of codimension i algebraic cycles on X with Q–coefficients, modulo rational equivalence).

As is well–known, the world of algebraic cycles is densely inhabited by open problems [6], [12], [14],

[28]. One of these open problems is the following conjecture formulated by Voisin (which can be seen as a

version of Bloch’s conjecture for varieties of geometric genus one):

Conjecture 1 (Voisin [27]) LetX be a smooth projective complex variety of dimensionn with hj,0(X) = 0
for 0 < j < n and pg(X) = 1. For any zero–cycles a, a′ ∈ An(X) of degree 0, we have

a× a′ = (−1)na′ × a in A2n(X ×X) .

(Here a × a′ is short–hand for the cycle class (p1)
∗(a) · (p2)

∗(a′) ∈ A2n(X × X), where p1, p2 denote

projection on the first, resp. second factor.)

So far, conjecture 1 is wide open for a general K3 surface (on the positive side, cf. [27], [17], [19], [18]

for some cases where this conjecture is verified).

The main result of this note gives a series of examples in dimension 4 verifying Voisin’s conjecture:

Theorem (=theorem 16) Let S be a K3 surface obtained as (a desingularization of) a double plane

branched along the union of a smooth quartic and a smooth quadric. Let ι : S → S be the covering

involution. Let X be one of the following:

(i) a smooth Calabi–Yau fourfold obtained as a crepant resolution of the quotient S[2]/ι[2];
(ii) a smooth Calabi–Yau fourfold obtained as a crepant resolution of the quotient (S × S)/(ι× ι).

Then any a, a′ ∈ A4(X) of degree 0 satisfy the equality

a× a′ = a′ × a in A8(X ×X) .
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It should be mentioned that theorem 16 is not empty of content: in both cases (i) and (ii), crepant reso-

lutions of the quotient do indeed exist, thanks to work of Camere–Garbagnati–Mongardi [9] (cf. subsection

2.3 below).

As a consequence of theorem 16, a certain instance of the generalized Hodge conjecture is verified:

Corollary (=corollary 20) Let X be a Calabi–Yau fourfold as in theorem 16. Then the Hodge substructure

∧2H4(X) ⊂ H8(X ×X)

is supported on a divisor.

The argument proving theorem 16 is very simple, and goes as follows: thanks to the notion of multi-

plicative Chow–Künneth decomposition developed by Shen–Vial [23], we are reduced to proving Voisin’s

conjecture holds for K3 surfaces S as in theorem 16. This statement for S was already known [17].

Conventions In this note, the word variety will refer to a reduced irreducible scheme of finite type over C.

All Chow groups will be with rational coefficients: For any variety X , we will denote by Aj(X) the

Chow group of j–dimensional cycles on X with Q–coefficients. For X smooth of dimension n the notations

Aj(X) and An−j(X) will be used interchangeably.

The notations Aj
hom(X) and Aj

AJ(X) will be used to indicate the subgroups of homologically, resp.

Abel–Jacobi trivial cycles. For a morphism f : X → Y , we will write Γf ∈ A∗(X × Y ) for the graph of

f . The contravariant category of Chow motives (i.e., pure motives with respect to rational equivalence as

in [22], [21]) will be denoted Mrat.

We will write Hj(X) to indicate singular cohomology Hj(X,Q).

2 Preparatory material

2.1 Quotient varieties

Definition 2 A projective quotient variety is a variety Y = X/G, where X is a smooth projective variety

and G is a finite group of automorphisms of X .

Proposition 3 (Fulton [11]) Let Y be a projective quotient variety of dimension n. Let A∗(Y ) denote the

operational Chow cohomology ring. The natural map

Ai(Y ) → An−i(Y )

is an isomorphism for all i.

Proof This is [11, Example 17.4.10].

Remark 4 It follows from proposition 3 that the formalism of correspondences goes through unchanged

for projective quotient varieties (this is also noted in [11, Example 16.1.13]).

2.2 MCK decomposition

Definition 5 (Murre [20]) Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n. We say that X has a CK

decomposition if there exists a decomposition of the diagonal

∆X = π0 + π1 + · · ·+ π2n in An(X ×X) ,

such that the πi are mutually orthogonal idempotents and (πi)∗H
∗(X) = Hi(X).

(NB: “CK decomposition” is short–hand for “Chow–Künneth decomposition”.)

Remark 6 The existence of a CK decomposition for any smooth projective variety is part of Murre’s con-

jectures [20], [12].
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Definition 7 (Shen–Vial [23]) Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n. Let ∆sm
X ∈ A2n(X×

X ×X) be the class of the small diagonal

∆sm
X :=

{
(x, x, x) | x ∈ X

}
⊂ X ×X ×X .

An MCK decomposition is a CK decomposition {πi} of X that is multiplicative, i.e. it satisfies

πk ◦∆sm
X ◦ (πi × πj) = 0 in A2n(X ×X ×X) for all i + j 6= k .

(NB: “MCK decomposition” is short–hand for “multiplicative Chow–Künneth decomposition”.)

Remark 8 The small diagonal (seen as a correspondence from X × X to X) induces the multiplication

morphism

∆sm
X : h(X)⊗ h(X) → h(X) in Mrat .

Suppose X has a CK decomposition

h(X) =

2n⊕

i=0

hi(X) in Mrat .

By definition, this decomposition is multiplicative if for any i, j the composition

hi(X)⊗ hj(X) → h(X)⊗ h(X)
∆sm

X−−−→ h(X) in Mrat

factors through hi+j(X). It follows that if X has an MCK decomposition, then setting

Ai
(j)(X) := (πX

2i−j)∗A
i(X) ,

one obtains a bigraded ring structure on the Chow ring: that is, the intersection product has the property

that

Im
(
Ai

(j)(X)⊗Ai′

(j′)(X)
·
−→ Ai+i′(X)

)
⊂ Ai+i′

(j+j′)(X) .

It is expected that for any X with an MCK decomposition, one has

Ai
(j)(X)

??
= 0 for j < 0 , Ai

(0)(X) ∩ Ai
hom(X)

??
= 0 ;

this is related to Murre’s conjectures B and D [20].

The property of having an MCK decomposition is severely restrictive, and is closely related to Beauville’s

“(weak) splitting property” [4]. For more ample discussion, and examples of varieties with an MCK de-

composition, we refer to [23, Chapter 8], as well as [26], [24], [10].

In this note, we will rely on the following result:

Theorem 9 (Shen–Vial [23]) Let S be a K3 surface. Then S and S2 and the Hilbert scheme S[2] have

an MCK decomposition. Moreover, the bigraded ring structure on the Chow ring A∗
(∗)(S

[2]) coincides with

the Fourier decomposition as defined in [23].

Proof For S, this is [23, Example 8.17]. The statement for S2 follows because the property of having

an MCK decomposition is stable under products [23, Theorem 8.6]. The statement for S[2] is [23, Theo-

rem 13.4] (or alternatively [26]). Finally, the relation with the Fourier decomposition for A∗(S[2]) is [23,

Theorem 15.8].
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2.3 Calabi–Yau quotients

Definition 10 A Calabi–Yau variety is a smooth projective variety X such that the canonical bundle KX

is numerically trivial, and hj,0(X) = 0 for all 0 < j < n.

Definition 11 (Beauville [2], [3]) A hyperkähler variety is a smooth projective simply–connected variety

X , such that H2,0(X) is generated by a symplectic form.

Theorem 12 (Camere–Garbagnati–Mongardi [9]) Let Y be a hyperkähler fourfold, and ι : Y → Y a

non–symplectic involution. Assume that all irreducible components of the fixed locus of ι have dimension

2. Then there exists a resolution of singularities

X → Y/ι

such that X is a Calabi–Yau variety.

Proof This is the dimension 4 case of [9, Theorem 3.7].

Corollary 13 (Camere–Garbagnati–Mongardi [9]) Let S be a K3 surface obtained as (a desingular-

ization of) a double plane branched along the union of a smooth quartic and a smooth quadric. Let Y be

the Hilbert scheme Y := S[2]. Let ι[2] be the natural involution of Y induced by the covering involution ι
of S. Then there exists a resolution of singularities

X → Y/ι

such that X is a Calabi–Yau variety.

Proof The condition in theorem 12 on the dimension of the fixed locus is verified by what is detailed in [9,

Section 5.1].

Remark 14 Let S and X be a K3 surface resp. a Calabi–Yau fourfold as in corollary 13. As explained in

[9, Section 5.2], there exists a resolution

X2 → (S × S)/(ι× ι) ,

such that X2 is also a Calabi–Yau variety, and there is a rational 2 : 1 map X2 99K X .

Remark 15 In [9, Section 5.1 and Appendix 8], the Hodge numbers of Calabi–Yau resolutions X as in

corollary 13 are computed. Likewise, the Hodge numbers of the Calabi–Yau resolutions of the quotient

(S × S)/(ι× ι) are computed in [9, Section 5.2].

3 Main result

Theorem 16 Let S be a K3 surface obtained as (a desingularization of) a double plane branched along

the union of a smooth quartic and a smooth quadric. Let ι : S → S be the covering involution. Let X be

one of the following:

(i) a smooth Calabi–Yau fourfold obtained as a crepant resolution of the quotient S[2]/ι[2];
(ii) a smooth Calabi–Yau fourfold obtained as a crepant resolution of the quotient (S × S)/(ι× ι).

Then any a, a′ ∈ A4
hom(X) satisfy the equality

a× a′ − a′ × a = 0 in A8(X ×X) .

Proof It will suffice to treat case (ii). Indeed, let X1 be a smooth fourfold as in case (i). As we have

seen (remark 14), X1 is rationally dominated by a fourfold X2 which is as in case (ii). The rational map

φ : X2 99K X1 gives rise to a commutative diagram

A4
hom(X2)⊗A4

hom(X2) −→ A8(X2 ×X2)
↑ (φ∗,φ∗) ↑ (φ×φ)∗

A4
hom(X1)⊗A4

hom(X1) −→ A8(X1 ×X1)
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(Here the horizontal arrows are defined as (a, a′) 7→ a×a′−a′×a.) Since the vertical arrows are injective,

we are reduced to proving the statement for X2.

Let us now treat case (ii), i.e. let us suppose X = X2 is obtained as a crepant resolution of

Z := (S × S)/(ι× ι) ,

where S is a double plane as in the theorem.

Lemma 17 The morphism f : X → Z induces isomorphisms

f∗ : A0(Z)
∼=
−→ A4(X) ,

(f × f)∗ : A0(Z × Z)
∼=
−→ A8(X ×X) ,

Proof As Z is a projective quotient variety, proposition 3 applies, i.e. the natural map A4(Z) → A0(Z)
(from operational Chow cohomology to the Chow group) is an isomorphism. Let T ⊂ Z denote the singular

locus, and E := f−1(T ) ⊂ X the exceptional divisor. Thanks to [13], there exist exact sequences

0 → Ai(Z) → Ai(X)⊕Ai(T ) → Ai(E)

for all i. Taking i = 4, and noting that A4(T ) = A4(E) = 0 for dimension reasons, we obtain an

isomorphism

f∗ : A0(Z) = A4(Z)
∼=
−→ A4(X) .

The argument for Z × Z is only notationally different.

The resolution morphism f : X → Z induces a commutative diagram

A4
hom(X)⊗A4

hom(X) −→ A8(X ×X)
↑ (f∗,f∗) ↑ (f×f)∗

A4
hom(Z)⊗A4

hom(Z) −→ A8(Z × Z)

Since vertical arrows are isomorphisms (lemma 17), we are reduced to proving the statement for Z , i.e.

we need to prove that for all a, a′ ∈ A4
hom(Z), one has equality

a× a′ − a′ × a = 0 in A8(Z × Z) . (1)

Next, we reduce to S × S using the following lemma:

Lemma 18 Let q : S × S → Z denote the quotient morphism. Then

Im
(
A4

hom(Z)
q∗

−→ A4(S × S)
)
= A4

(4)(S × S) .

Proof First, we observe that

Im
(
A4

hom(Z)
q∗

−→ A4(S × S)
)

⊂ A4
hom(S × S) =

⊕

j∈{2,4}

A4
(j)(S × S) .

Next, we observe that

Im
(
A4(Z)

q∗

−→ A4(S × S)
)
= A4(S × S)(ι×ι)

(where A∗()(ι×ι) denotes cycles invariant under (ι× ι)).
The following claim concludes the proof of lemma 18:

Claim We have

(ι × ι)∗ =

{
id : A4

(4)(S × S) → A4(S × S) ,

− id : A4
(2)(S × S) → A4(S × S) .
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To prove the claim, we note that

ι∗ =

{
− id : A2

(2)(S) → A2(S) ,

id : A2
(0)(S) → A2(S) .

(2)

Indeed, let p : S → V := S/ι denote the quotient morphism. Then we have

p∗p∗ = id+ι∗ : Ai(S) → Ai(S) ∀i .

On the other hand,

p∗p∗ = 0: A2
hom(S) → A2

hom(S) ,

because V is birational to P2 and so A2
hom(V ) = 0. This proves the first line of (2). For the second line of

(2), we note that A2
(0)(S) is one–dimensional and spanned by the class of the intersection D · D′, where

D,D′ are any non–zero effective divisors [5]. Letting B ⊂ S denote the inverse image of the ramification

locus, and setting D = D′ = B establishes the second line of (2).

The equalities (2) suffice to prove the claim, since

A4
(j)(S × S) =

⊕

j1+j2=j

A2
(j1)

(S)⊗A2
(j2)

(S)

(because of the bigraded ring structure), and

A2(S) = A2
(0)(S)⊕A2

(2)(S)

(because πS
1 = 0). This proves the claim, and hence lemma 18.

Lemma 18 implies there is a commutative diagram

A4
(4)(S × S)⊗ A4

(4)(S × S) −→ A8
(8)(S

4)

↑ (q∗,q∗) ↑ (q×q)∗

A4
hom(Z)⊗ A4

hom(Z) −→ A8(Z × Z)

We observe that the right vertical arrow is obviously injective (indeed, (q× q)∗(q× q)∗ = 4 id). Hence,

to prove equality (1), it suffices to prove the following statement: for any a, a′ ∈ A4
(4)(S × S), there is

equality

a× a′ − a′ × a = 0 in A8(S4) . (3)

Since

A4
(4)(S × S) = A2

(2)(S)⊗A2
(2)(S) = A2

hom(S)⊗A2
hom(S) ,

we can further reduce (3) to a statement for S. This statement for S is known to hold:

Proposition 19 Let S be a K3 surface obtained as (a desingularization of) a double plane branched along

the union of a smooth quartic and a smooth quadric. For any a, a′ ∈ A2
hom(S), one has

a× a′ − a′ × a = 0 in A4(S × S) .

Proof This is [17, Proposition 14].

This concludes the proof of theorem 16.

As a corollary, a particular case of the generalized Hodge conjecture is verified:

Corollary 20 Let X be a Calabi–Yau fourfold as in theorem 16. Then the Hodge substructure

∧2H4(X) ⊂ H8(X ×X)

is supported on a divisor.
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Proof As noted by Voisin [27], this follows from the truth of conjecture 1. The argument is as follows.

First, we note that X satisfies the standard conjecture of Lefschetz type B(X) (because S × S does, and

the two–dimensional centers which are blown–up in the resolution process do). This implies the Künneth

components πX
i are algebraic [15], [16].

Because h2,0(X) = 0, the Künneth components πX
2 and πX

6 may be represented by cycles supported

on D × D where D ⊂ X is a divisor. Also, since H3(X) injects into H3(E) (where E ⊂ X denotes

the exceptional divisor for the resolution morphism X → Z where Z is a projective quotient variety), and

H3(E) = N1H3(E) (because quotient singularities are rational), we find that H3(X) = N1H3(X) (here

N∗ denotes the coniveau filtration [7]). This implies that πX
3 is supported on V ×D and πX

5 is supported

on D × V , where D ⊂ X is a divisor and V ⊂ X is of dimension 2.

Define πX
4 as

πX
4 := ∆X − πX

0 − πX
2 − πX

3 − πX
5 − πX

6 − πX
8 ∈ A4(X ×X) ,

where πX
0 , πX

8 are canonically defined (as in [22]), and πX
2 , πX

3 , πX
5 , πX

6 are as above. (Note that πX
1 and

πX
7 are 0, because X is Calabi–Yau.) For dimension reasons, none of the πX

j , j 6= 4 act on A4
hom(X) and

so

A4
hom(X) = (πX

4 )∗A
4(X) . (4)

Let us now define a correspondence

Γ :=
1

2
(∆X×X − Γτ ) ◦ (π

X
4 × πX

4 ) ∈ A8(X4) ,

where τ : X × X → X ×X denotes the involution (x, y) 7→ (y, x). In view of equality (4), theorem 16

can be translated as saying that

Γ∗A
8(X ×X) = 0 . (5)

An argument à la Bloch–Srinivas [8] implies that a correspondence Γ with the property (5) has a decom-

position

Γ = Γ1 + Γ2 ∈ A8(X4) ,

where Γ1 and Γ2 are supported on D ×X ×X resp. on X ×X ×D, for some divisor D ⊂ X ×X .

By construction, Γ acts on cohomology as a projector on ∧2H4(X) ⊂ H8(X × X). To prove the

corollary, it only remains to show that

(Γj)∗H
8(X ×X) ⊂ N1H8(X ×X) , j = 1, 2 . (6)

For Γ2 this is obvious. For Γ1, this is true because the action of Γ1 on H8(X × X) factors over H8(D̃)

(where D̃ denotes a resolution of singularities), andH8(D̃) = N1H8(D̃) (hard Lefschetz for the sevenfold

D̃). This proves the inclusion (6) for j = 1, since it is known that the coniveau filtration is preserved by

correspondences ([25, Proposition 1.2] or [1]).

Acknowledgements Many thanks to Yasuyo, Kai and Len for daily pleasant lunch breaks .
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